We are learning about **British Values** and how we relate these to our school and local community. This is what our children told us about their understanding of the Values.

**Democracy**
- Voting for School Council members.
- Food ambassadors.
- Voting for our school uniform.
- Democracy is a fair way of living.
- It is when we all get to choose part of a game and we share.
- We share our opinions, so Guiseley Primary is full of democracy.
- It means that if you like something then you can vote for it.
- It is when we let the majority choose.

**The Rule of Law**
- It is like our rainbow code of conduct.
- It means following school rules.
- We need them, otherwise we might fall out, and it keeps us safe from people doing bad things.
- Rules make the country a better place and run smoothly.
- Follow the rules, like don't speed on the roads and don't graffiti.
- Some rules are good and some are silly.
- If the police came and you were in the law, you wouldn't be told off.
- If you drive without a licence, you could get in trouble.

**Tolerance of those of Different Faiths and Beliefs**
- Don't disrespect, be kind.
- Acceptance of all different faiths, religions and cultures. Respect that people might wear different clothes to us.
- We talk about these things in our RE lessons.
- We should act friendly and with respect to everyone.
- Lots of people are different, it doesn't matter what other people think.
- If you don't understand that people believe in different things, then you could upset them.

**Mutual Respect**
- Listening to others, expecting them to listen to you.
- Look after others; respect each other and other people's property.
- Respect everyone and his or her decisions.
- We encourage mutual respect; this is not always received or given. An example could be a robbery, vandalism or terror attack.
- This is being kind and no fighting, look after each other.
- Be kind and helpful and show people that you are thinking about how they feel.

**Individual Liberty**
- A choice of clubs.
- Playtime games.
- Our freedom.
- You can like whatever you want and do what you want as long as it doesn't hurt anyone else.
- We can have freedom but feel trapped by rules. We know that rules and laws are to keep us safe.
- Freedom to dress as you like and choose whatever activities you like.

Guiseley Values